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Students perform
Omnium Gatherum
by Sam Althauser ’07
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(Top) E. Cunningham ’07 plays Suzie, the host of the dinner, K. Vidensky ’07 as Jeff the fireman, F. McGill ’08 as
Lydia the vegan feminist expectant mother, and D. Peck ’07
as Roger the conservative novelist. (Right) Billy Cooper ’07
plays Khalid, a westernized English-speaking Muslim Arab.

Theresa Rebeck visits
as Writer-in-Residence
by Ken Greller ’10
Another in a long line of visitors over the past few weeks,
Dr. Theresa Rebeck, the 2007
Peter Baida Writer-In-Residence, addressed the Upper
School in a March 2 assembly.
A good portion of the school
already knew of Rebeck, a successful playwright with numerous off-Broadway and regional
productions of her plays under
belt. She, along with Alex Gersten-Vassilaros, wrote Omnium
Gatherum, which was produced
by the school just a few weeks
ago. She also wrote Spike Heels,
which was read and performed,
in part, by the Freshman Scene
Study class last semester. Some
of the scenes from this play
were presented in an assembly introducing Theresa Rebeck the week before her visit.
Rebeck spoke to the Upper School about the long and
oftentimes grueling process of
producing a play in New York,
with special attention to her latest work, The Scene, which had

an acclaimed run off-Broadway starring Tony Shaloub (of
Monk) and Patricia Heaton (of
Everybody Loves Raymond).
Throughout her presentation, which included clips from
The Scene, Rebeck told hysterical and cynical anecdotes from
her life and times in the theater
world. The day continued with
two different workshops based
on Rebeck’s writings. The first
was “Learning To Write Well,”
taking cues from the first chapter
of her new collection of essays,
Free Fire Zone. The book also
contains sections on Production,
Liars, Actors, and Megalomania.
Drawing a large group of
students and a few teachers,
as well those from Howard
Berkowitz’s playwriting class,
Rebeck led an interesting discussion on what the craft of
writing means to her, and how
she came to write many of her
plays. In both the essay and her
talk throughout this workshop,
Rebeck was far from shy about
revealing aspects of her personal life, including the depres-

sion and near insanity brought
on by working for television.
“Everyone who goes out to
Hollywood eventually writes a
Hollywood play; the ugliness of
human nature is on full display
out there,” she told the group.
Rebeck also shared lunch
with the students from the
Scene Study Class, the upcoming Henry IV, and the cast of
Omnium Gatherum. The group
focused mainly on Rebeck’s experiences in creating Omnium.
Throughout, she spoke of the
toils of being a woman playwright, and an underappreciated
woman in general in her business.
In readings of her plays where
the oh-so-raunchy “f-bomb” is
used quite liberally, someone
exclaims, outraged, “Who does
she think she is, David Mamet?”
Rebeck ended her visit
with a shorter and more intimate talk about her play The
Bells, a tale of greed in the
post gold rush Yukon, a “dark”
play. The talk ended a positive visit on a high note, bringing an end to a wonderful day.

Omnium Gatherum opened
Thursday, February 22, eight
days before its writer, Theresa Rebeck, visited the Upper
School as this year’s Peter Baida
Writer-In-Residence. This witty
comedy kept audiences laughing while tackling racial, gender, and nationality stereotypes.
The play consists of just eight
characters, each of whom plays
a vital role in the development
of the story. Suzie, an upper
class American caterer, played
by Elizabeth Cunningham ‘07,
hosts a post-September 11 dinner party for an array of stereotypical and eclectic characters.
David Peck ’07 played Roger, a patriotic novelist, with a
modern conservative view on
the terrorist situation who clashes with Lydia, played by Franny
McGill ’08, a vegan, humanitarian, and expectant mother. Julia
(Nicole Banks ’09), a black minister, and Khalid (Billy Cooper
’07), a level headed westernized
Muslim, fall in love amidst the
political disarray. Terence, (Peter Treadway ’08), is a British
academic, whose comments
become more outrageous with
each glass of wine, and Jeff
(Konstantin Vidensky ’07) is a
fire fighter whose hunger never

seems to be satisfied. Jake Savage ’08 played the Butler, who,
though silent, was important as
he delivered food to Suzie, so she
could serve her guests. Khalid
and Julia try to enlighten Roger
and Lydia, ridding them of their
prejudices and stereotypes, as
Suzie tries to please Jeff and
Terence with food and wine.
The characters, though originally nasty and rude, begin to
show compassion as they learn
more about each other and realize that they aren’t mere representations of certain types of
people, but actual human beings. “The audience gained the
message that all these incredibly
different and potentially clashing people can come together,
and appreciate each other. This
funny and meaningful production was nothing short of a hit.
The actors were marvelous and
the play selection was tremendous,” said Carrie Young ’07.
The positive response the
play received was important
because, after seeing it, many
Upper School students were eager to attend Rebeck’s assembly
Friday, March 2. Students who
had seen the play could make
connections to what they had
watched the weekend before as
Rebeck spoke about the process
of writing Omnium Gatherum.
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P.Treadway plays Terence, an eloquent member of the Cambridge elite with a firm belief in alcohol as well as in politics.
Midway through the play he proudly exclaims, “I drink to
make other people more interesting.”
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Editorial
A quince, a cabbage, and a nut
A large portion of the Upper School took affront to Resident
Artist Mark Booth’s assembly. Put simply, his presentation was horrible. Even those who had previously enjoyed his work admitted it
was bad. The pertinent disagreement is whether it was his presentation or his artwork. If it was lack of preparation, Booth should be
given a chance to undo the damage to the possibility of further contemporary art taking hold at Park. If not, people should admit he’s
bad and not representative of contemporary art so that a future artist
could enlighten the community about what contemporary art really is.
To evaluate: he seemed to record any throw-away thought that passed
through his head, and excluding a few of the funnier lunacies that exuded
from his mouth, watching his assembly was an exercise in counting seconds.
Perhaps many in the theater missed the innate beauty of carrot demagogues surrounded by intestinal thought bubbles, but Booth made no
attempt to guide the audience. His ramblings were incommunicable.
Resident scholar Mario Livio could have talked astrophysics until the
math and science departments couldn’t follow him anymore. He didn’t.
He presented his books and findings in a way so that most could at least
understand the bigger picture. Resident writer Theresa Rebeck spoke
like someone born in the Midwest, and occasionally slipped into anecdotal profanity. The crowd followed with interest. Booth spewed mind
garbage from the stage in a way that suggested he didn’t care whether or
not it was accessible, as some supporters of his assembly have suggested.
If the vast majority of the Upper School is too plebian and artistically
uneducated to comprehend an “artist,” why should they be forced to
sit through 70-plus minutes of confusion? How can flag-bearers of the
esoteric feign surprise and act self-righteous about students angry that
they lost over an hour of their lives? If Booth was brought in because
he was out of the mainstream and Park needs to broaden its creative
palette, why didn’t he make an effort to connect to the audience? The
biggest problem was not an “egret-headed egret” or how he spoke
of it, but rather that he didn’t care if we knew what one looked like.
As the ambassador to Park for contemporary art, he failed. As ambassadors to Park for contemporary art, the Art Department also failed. He
made contemporary art seem like a self-indulgent venture for those who
exist in a world of their own. By his actions, the path to introducing the
Upper School to different forms of art is now filled with more obstacles.
Mark Booth opened the assembly by suggesting he change
his middle name to chrysanthemum, we propose Wilkes.
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Park Ping Pong Academy
To the Editors:

Give art a chance
I’m writing this for two reasons. First, to
share my thoughts on why Mark Booth as assembly presenter was a good idea that became
(for many) a bad reality, and, second, to argue the
merits of preserving a positive and open-minded
attitude towards contemporary art despite
the poor ways it can at times be presented.
First, why was Mark Booth not such a bad idea?
As a multi-discipline practitioner, Mark
transcends simple classification as a visual
artist. Yes, he paints and keeps a sketchbook,
but he also writes, edits, performs, records, and
more. All this activity is really about Mark
Booth being a thinker. Mark has habits of mind
identical to those encouraged at Park, in and out
of the Art Department. He engages the world
with open-minded curiosity, exploring what he
finds fascinating through tinkering, playing,
and close observation, revising what he does
over and over again until he arrives at a new
place, with a fresh way of engaging experience.
He is, assembly performance notwithstanding, our kind of guy. Ah, yes – his
assembly presentation – what was that about?
The answer is at once layered and complex,
and really simple. At the simple level, I believe the problem can be summed up with three
words: lack of preparation. Mark Booth was not
adequately prepared for Park, and Park was not
adequately prepared for him. Hindsight is 20/20,
and from our current vantage point it is obvious
more could have been done on both counts.
As for the “layered and complex” part of
the answer, contemporary artists tend to confront a quandary. By necessity, the penetrating
work they do requires absolute immersion
in personally fascinating ideas well removed
from the everyday. Unfortunately, the deeper
artists go in their researches, and the more
genuinely interesting their work becomes, the
more difficult it can be for them to lift their
heads and talk about what’s going on. They
are steeped in the experience of making, and
from that position find it hard to explain it in
plain English. For that reason-–as Mark Booth

all-too-well demonstrated in a talk that came
off to many as self-indulgent, elitist, out-oftouch, and far too lengthy--good artists are at
times their own worst enemies. Mark’s work is
good, but he sure didn’t help most of us know it.
For far too many in the audience that day,
Mark confirmed every negative suspicion held
about contemporary art: self-indulgent, elitist,
out-of-touch. And that’s such a shame, because in more cases than not those stereotypes
are simply not true. Yes, artists constantly and
unintentionally encourage their own bad reputation, and that’s a real problem, but we’re the
ones who lose out if we close the door on an
artist just because he or she cannot adequately
speak to us in an assembly. We lose out if we
close our eyes and stop looking at the work.
One presentation in one assembly is not
enough to base judgment on the merit of
Mark Booth’s art, much less the merit of
contemporary art as an overall field. Art
has, has always had, something to offer us,
and if we too quickly dismiss any given
work of art or contemporary artist as an emperor without clothes, that’s really too bad.
It’s worth the effort of overcoming the
off-putting impressions left by some artists
when they talk to us about their work. It’s
also worth listening to some artists who can
talk about their work. It’s worth giving the art
itself the chance to be seen. It’s worth reflecting on it over and over, for a long time (it took
me 10 years of looking at Rothko’s before I
saw what a generous painter he is, what a rich
view of the world he offers through his art).
Of course not all art is good, and some genuinely fits the negative stereotypes, but only we stand
to gain if we can find a way to continue to meet
contemporary art without – in the words of John
Dewey – “a varnish waterproof to new ideas.”

-Peter Bruun
Artist/Director, Art on Purpose
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Diverse group explores
civil rights landmarks
by Anders Hulleberg ’07
For the fourth consecutive
year, a group of Park Upper
School students traveled to the
American South to visit marquee
locations of the Civil Rights
Movement. The Park students
were joined by students from City
College and members of Kids
on the Hill, an art-based after
school program in the Reservoir
Hill neighborhood of Baltimore.
The tour, which took place
from February 15-21, made stops
in Atlanta, Georgia and Memphis,
Tennessee. In Alabama, the tour
stopped at Birmingham, Selma,
Gees Bend, and Montgomery.
Students on the tour visited the
Civil Rights Institute and Kelly
Ingram Park in Birmingham, the
National Civil Rights Museum
in Memphis, the Rosa Parks Museum, Dexter Avenue Church,

and the Southern Poverty Law
Center in Montgomery, and
walked across the Edmond Pettus Bridge in Selma, the sight
of the historic Bloody Sunday.
While on the tour, students
posted diary entries on Park’s
website. “This Civil Rights
Trip has really provoked thought
in me,” wrote Ashley Robinson ’07. “I’m finding out
all types of connections that I
have to the movement, which
makes it invigorating and enlightening for me. I can’t wait
to expand my knowledge more.”
Abby Krolik ’08, another student who went on the trip noted,
“After a long drive, we finally
arrived in Memphis, Tennessee.
We visited the Lorraine Motel,
the place where Dr. King was
killed. The motel houses the
National Civil Rights Museum.
Eventually, the exhibit led to

Dr. King’s room, and we could
see the balcony where he’d been
shot. To tell the truth, it was a
tiny bit creepy to look at that
spot on the balcony and think
‘that’s where it happened.’”
Shomari Rose ’08, who also
went on the tour, was invited
to speak on WYPR’s Maryland
Morning with Sheilah Kast,
where he was interviewed by
Tom Hall. “I think, for the
most part, a lot of kids my age
are pretty comfortable with the
way things are,” said Rose. “We
can walk down the street with
who we want to, shop where we
want to. I know there are still
injustices that happen, but when
they do happen, our generation
just doesn’t get too inclined
to do something about it.”
Towards the end of the
program, Hall asked Rose to
comment on the state of social
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The fourth annual Civil Rights tour included students from
Park, City College High School and Kids on the Hill.

relationships between black and
white students at Park. “I think,
overall, both races interact a
lot,” he said. “Considering there
are [few] African American

students, your friends are pretty
much going to be white, unless
you want to be alone. It forced
me to look past race and to get
to know people as people.”

Sophomore girls beat Gilman in debate
by Eva Zenilman ’09
When a student thinks of
Park teams, sports are the
first thing that comes to mind.
However, one of Park’s nonathletic teams had just as
successful a season as any of its
jock peers: The Debate Team.
Recent success for Park’s debate team included two first-time
debaters, Kayla Bruun ‘09 and
Tess Shiras ‘09, and one veteran,
Lindsay Shiff ‘09. On February
1, they traveled to Bryn Mawr
for their first debate this year.
There are four schools in
the debate network: Park, Gilman, Bryn Mawr, and Friends.
Team leaders meet before the
season begins and settle on
three issues for the year. Gilman
was Park’s opposing team, and
Bruun, Shiras, and Shiff went
against two seniors and a junior.

photo by C. Young ’07

Sophomores L. Shiff, T. Shiras, and K. Bruun recently out debated Gilman on issues regarding out-of-school behavior.

Their issue focused on outof-school activities and behavior
and whether private schools
should intervene in cases of
unhealthy and dangerous be-

havior. Park debated pro for this
topic, arguing the faculty should
always address these issues.
To prepare for the debate,
Shiras, Bruun, and Shiff looked

at Gilman’s weak points and
built up arguments against them.
“We researched laws and looked
at the Baltimore Covenant for
Safety and Health, school contracts, and planned strategic
attacks defending our side,”
Bruun said of the preparation.
For the five-minute openings,
each Park member delivered a
statement for the pro side. Shiras discussed health issues that
out of school activities could
create and then defined punishment as a mandatory, but highly
beneficial, action to the students.
Bruun then raised the issue of legality of out-of-school
behavior, stating that the law
declares that the school has to
intervene. Lastly, Shiff argued
that students and their indecent
behavior affects and reflects on
the community. She claimed
that people choose to attend
private schools and therefore

they should maintain their reputations. On the issue, Shiras
noted, “The school’s community is not only from 8:30 to
3:00, but rather wherever you
are and whatever time it is.”
After opening statements,
team members listened to Gilman’s argument for the con
side and took notes to prepare
for their rebuttals. Jake Savage ’08 advised the team and
helped them with their rebuttals.
As a result of Gilman’s repetitive and contradictory rebuttals,
Park left Bryn Mawr as the
winner. Not only was the whole
team honored, but Lindsay Shiff
was also voted best speaker of
the debate. Bruun and Shiras
are proud of Shiff and feel more
than satisfied with the victory.
In the future, Bruun, Shiras,
and Shiff all hope that they will
rise in the ranks and continue to
contribute to the debate team.

Students highly involved in head of school search
by Scotty Shuldiner ‘09
Nothing happens at Park
without the consideration of
student opinion. The search
for a new Head of School is
no exception. On February 21,
several members of the student
government assembled to meet
with representatives from Carney, Sandoe and Associates, an
educational search firm hired by
the school to assist with the international search for candidates
to replace Head of School David
E. Jackson, who will be leaving
Park after this year. “The firm is
trying to establish who we are,
and what we’re looking for in a
new Head of School,” explained

K-12 Modern Language Coordinator, Christine Broening, who
is on the search committee established by the Board of Trustees.
“They’re like Head hunters.”
Students who met with the
firm represented each grade. “We
were asked what we liked about
Park,” said Mara James ’07, who
attended the meeting. “They
also asked us what we didn’t
like, and what we were looking
for in a new Head of School.”
As expected, the range of
opinions was diverse. “I told
them that I liked how you
get out of Park what you put
in,” said Quinten Rosborough
’08. “Those who contribute
to the school get a lot back.”

Jesse Naiman ’07 commented
on the importance of freedom. “I
like that Park has a very openminded environment; there’s a
lot of freedom,” he said. “The
fact that people are playing Ping
Pong in the commons is a clear
indicator of this.” But others,
such as Rosborough, believe that
too much freedom caused students to become unproductive.
“Sometimes the independence
we are given can be excessive,”
said Rosborough. “Students
don’t always take advantage
of the free time appropriately.”
Many students were also concerned with the Park community.
“I really like the student-faculty
relationships here. We are given

an immense amount of trust,
and there is a clear sense of
community,” said Upper School
President Mickey McCauley ’07.
When asked what he would like
in a new Head, Rosborough said
he was “looking for someone
who would be really involved
in the Park community and take
part in all aspects of the school.”
McCauley also expressed
concern that the school was too
sensitive towards its students. “I
think that Park tries a little too
hard to be positive all the time,”
explained McCauley. “They try
not to hurt anyone’s feelings, and
as a result we are very sheltered.”
In a new Head, McCauley
said he wanted someone who

felt comfortable with students
from a wide range of ages. “I
feel that sometimes older students don’t feel as connected
to the Head of School when
they get many of the same
messages that Lower School
students do,” said McCauley.
The search committee has
invited all members of the community to take a brief survey,
accessible through the Park
website, designed to establish
qualities the school will look for
in a new Head. “We are looking
for someone who will fit our philosophy,” said Broening. “They
must also fit the needs of the
school, which will be more specifically defined after the survey.”
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Commentary
Booth brings out best & worst of contemporary art
by Ken Greller ’10
On Wednesday, February
21, the Upper School gave Artist-In-Residence Mark Booth
a warm enough welcome as he
took the stage and began his
presentation. It was when filing
out, trudging outward from the
Meyerhoff and into G Block,
that some choice, horrific comments, began to burn my ears.
“That was not ART!” exclaimed one student.
“This is everything that’s
wrong with America,” confidently stated another.
Mark Booth’s work could be,
and was, most easily described
as that of the “avant-garde,” a
genre of non-genre. He is both
a visual and sound artist. While
he has a classic art education (in
printmaking) from the Rhode
Island School of Design, he
works primarily with words,
arranging them in highly stylized drawings of intestines.
And while he plays in a band,
his sound work has focused on
things such as collected sounds
from nature and various experimentations with spoken word.
Something that is a far cry from
the typical items on display at
the Walters, or the music on
the rotation of one’s iTunes.

Resident Artist Mark Booth illustrated assembly remarks with examples of his work. One
group, including Democracy 2007, shows human intestines containing ideas which occurred
to the artist.

Surely, it would be the hope
of the art department, and the
school in general, that the student body would enjoy any
resident artist, scholar, or writer.
This holds especially true in the
situation with which we’re dealing--the Artist-in-Residence.
This does not and cannot mean,
however, that each of these

must be accessible. If the department were only going to
bring in accessible artists to
visit the Park School, they would
only help reinforce the ideas so
strongly held by a very obvious
majority of the school during
Booth’s assembly, the confines
of what art is and what it is not.
The aforementioned is an

age-old argument that’s simply
“boring”, as so eloquently put by
US art teacher Christine Tillman.
What I can say about it, however,
is that it’s simply not our place.
If we, if anyone, were actually able to define and create the
specific guidelines of “art,” then
it would be pointless altogether.
Certainly, this doesn’t mean that

anyone needs to appreciate what
exactly Mark Booth does in his
work (though supportive arguments could certainly be made),
but it does mean that we should
realize as a school and as a people that of course it’s “art,” and
of course Booth is an “artist.”
The fact that a clear majority of the school disliked
Booth is probably a step in
the right direction. In any medium of art -- painting, drawing,
sculpture, literature, film, music-- there is generally more
bad than good, and why can
we not see that and have those
diversified opinions within
these groups of resident artists?
It would be utterly boring, utterly uninspired, and
utterly uneducational for the
art department to only bring in
the “accessible,” and the artists
that everyone enjoys, that cross
boundaries outside of this “small
little art world.”\The mixture of
strong love, apathy, and total
hatred of Booth and his work
should be embraced, discussed,
perhaps as a school as a whole.
To invoke this level of interest,
both positive and negative, Mark
Booth has at least done some
sort of service to our community, which, I would argue, very
well may be the function of art.

Illegal immigrants should not gain benefits of citizenship
because funds are limited and
if the federal government orders the state to enforce such a
law it should provide funding.

by Jesse Naiman ’07
Even more reprehensible
than the Bush Administration’s
relaxed illegal immigration policies is the malicious pandering
to illegal aliens by both Hispanic rights advocates and the
Maryland General Assembly.
The recent arrest of two-dozen
illegal immigrants in Baltimore
as well as two proposed bills,
including a non-enforcement of
the 2005 REAL ID Act and the
lowering of college tuition for
illegal aliens, in the Assembly
demonstrate Maryland’s senseless attitude toward this issue.
Earlier this year, the federal government arrested
approximately two-dozen illegal
immigrants in Baltimore for an
assortment of crimes including
identity theft. Hispanic rights
groups immediately accused the
federal government of racial profiling and demanded a building
to be built where illegal aliens
could stand and wait for work.

Racial Profiling
First, I applaud the government for enforcing the law.
While racial profiling is an issue, it does not appear to be an

photo by C. Young ’07

issue in this case considering
the people arrested were indeed wanted for crimes. Had
they also rounded up innocent
Hispanics I would be open to a
discussion on racial profiling,
but since the raid appears to
have been a successful one, I do
not believe that a racial profiling
accusation is grounded merely
because the accused illegal immigrants were all Hispanic.

Advocating for Illegals
Second, no building or any
“safe haven” should be built
where illegal aliens can loiter.
Advocacy groups argue that
illegal immigrants should not

have to live in fear, and that
such a measure would prevent
this. But why should people
who have at least broken one law
(if not more) have that luxury?
Congress passed the REAL
ID Act in 2005 that directs states
not to grant driver’s licenses to illegal immigrants. The
state has two objections (which
will culminate in a resolution
not to enforce the act). First,
the act is an unfunded mandate, meaning the state will
have to pay for its enforcement. Second, it is better to
give illegal aliens licenses since
they will likely drive anyway.
The first claim is legitimate

Driver’s Licenses
As for the second claim,
I also understand their logic. Since illegal immigrants
have killed people with automobiles, we might as well
assure the ones driving have
basic knowledge of our traffic
laws. However, this act is not
just about driving. These days
a driver’s license is an identification that can help give you
access to voting and other benefits that citizens are entitled to.
The second initiative the Assembly will likely pass is for
illegal immigrants so they can
pay in-state tuition. Their logic
is that everyone should have access to our universities. Along
with the fact that like the non-enforcement of the REAL ID Act
this law would encourage illegal
immigrants to flock to Maryland,
two specific problems exist.
Tuition Issues
First, when illegal aliens can
enroll in state colleges, deserving citizens and legal residents

lose those spots. Second, if
illegal aliens pay in-state tuition, the university system will
have less revenue and this will
mean higher tuition for legal
residents. If you look at the
big picture of these proposed
laws, the General Assembly
is attempting to reward illegal
activity, provide incentive for
it to continue, and negatively
affect the lives of the citizens
that they were elected to serve.

Close the Door
America was a nation of immigrants when it was expanding
during the late 19th and early 20th
centuries. However, America
can no longer take all the tired,
poor, and huddled masses. We
are at the point where the fastest growing state (Arizona) is
in the middle of the desert and
will one day run out of water.
Because of limited resources, we
can no longer have an open door
immigration policy, but must sit
down to arrive at a sensible one.
Unfortunately, if the General
Assembly and an assortment of
Hispanic rights groups continue
to pander to illegal aliens and
encourage illicit behavior, reaching a solution will be impossible.
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Reviews
Live at Filmore East : nice to hear the old Young
by Leah Greenberg ’07
After watching Jonathan
Demme unashamedly portray
Neil Young as a sentimental
(almost to the point of being
pathetic) old man listening to
the 2005 album Prairie Wind
in his 2006 documentary Heart
of Gold, and after listening to
Young’s latest under-produced,
overly-ambitious, and politically
charged attempt at an album –
well, it’s nice to hear something
a little bit older once in a while.
Live at Fillmore East, the
first release in a forthcoming
Archives series, was recorded
in 1970; it is a short compilation
of songs from four consecutive
shows Young played with his
backing band, Crazy Horse, at
the Fillmore East in New York.
Each show was split in half:
Young took a solo acoustic set
at the beginning and ended playing an electric set with his band,
supporting his newest record Everybody Knows This Is Nowhere.
Because Live only contains
songs from the electric set, it is
noticeably short -- 43 minutes
long, with just seven songs.
Live begins with a calm, cool
rendition of the song, “Everybody Knows This Is Nowhere.”

photo courtesy http://www.canadiancontent.net

While Crazy Horse is now
known for being a particularly
untalented and lackluster backing band, they immediately
show off their competence and
stability. They provide a strong

backdrop for Young’s vocals, as
well as a strong foundation for
the structure of the song itself.
The simplicity of the musicianship enhances the complexity
and overall cohesion of the song.

The next track, “Winterlong,”
has a running time of under four
minutes, but at “Down By The
River,” we soon run into what
seems like almost a 12 minutelong jam session. Beginning
with a short intro to the song,
which seems to focus mostly
on Young’s voice -- the backup
voices in the chorus serve to
just make Young’s vocals even
more distinctive -- the song
breaks down between verses
into a long guitar solo. It’s not
too overdone, not too dramatic; the rest of the band keeps
playing the main beat in the
background like nothing’s going
on, keeping us down to earth.
After this, we have another two songs that are around
four minutes: the almost-boring “Wonderin” and the more
uplifting “Come On Baby Let’s
Go Downtown.” “Come On”
seems to be the most exciting
track on the album, in a way.
While all of the other songs have
their own individual and general
merits, they all seem to be pretty
calm and relaxed (like most of
Young’s work). While “Come
On” still has a similarly distinct
and easy-going feel to it, it is
also the most upbeat and fastpaced song in the album, serving
to break things up a little before

moving onto the last, long song
on Live at Fillmore East. The
16-minute rendition of “Cowgirl in the Sand,” still only five
minutes longer than the original
recorded version, is the perfect
culmination to this short and
sweet live album. The song begins with a short jam, rather than
ending with one, and flows into
a short verse filled with Young’s
engaging voice and lyrics, before
streaming right back into the
same, long jam -- just slightly
louder and more powerful, engaging enough to keep interest
for the last 75% of the song.
Neil Young is one of the most
prolific musicians still creating music today. He has had
an extremely successful solo
career, as well as taking part in a
few extremely successful bands
(Buffalo Springfield, Crosby
Stills Nash & Young). In Live
at Fillmore East, we see an example of Young’s first tour with
Crazy Horse, and we see the
importance of the band in filling
out Young’s intricate early songs.
While Live may seem conspicuously short, it is only the first
album in Young’s Archives series, and it will be even more
interesting to see what the rest of
the series will eventually bring
back from Young’s early career.

Students respond positively to new electives
Children’s
Literature

A hallmark of curriculum at Park is that teachers can design their own courses according to
the intersection of their interests with those of
the students. Consequently, new courses are constantly flooding the program of studies. Three such
electives that have recently premiered include: 9/11
War on Terror, Plant Biology, and Children’s Literature.

by Allie Semenza ’07

9/11: War on Terror
by Carrie Young ’07
We know how the attacks of
September 11 affected our lives,
but what led up to these events?
How was a world created where
hate compelled 19 young men
to destroy major American landmarks and annihilate the sense
of security so many Americans
took for granted? What is terrorism? The new history elective,
9/11: War on Terror, focuses
on answering these questions,
as well as important others.
The class is split into five
parts: Revisiting the Event, Proximate Causes, Deep Background,
Short-term Consequences and
Long-term Consequences. A
mixture of films, documentaries,
heated discussions, readings and
written assignments balance the

structure of the class and there
is a constant effort to represent
each party involved. For example, one of the aspects of the
class I find most valuable is the
input of Mariam Hamad ’07,
who is an Afghani refugee. Her
experiences and opinions show
the other members of the class
the reality of life in the Middle
East. The class does have some
slight drawbacks. For instance,
I would not recommend it for
students who do not like to read-some nights, we have up to 60
pages of reading homework.
However, I believe that 9/11:
War on Terror has made me a
more informed student and a
better citizen. In two classes, I
learned more about September
11, 2001 than I did in the fiveand-a-half years since the event.

photo by D. Rosenthal ’08

Seniors A. Weaver and W. Miller labeling seed plots for transplantation during a Plant Biology period. J. Jennings teaches
the class offered to those who have taken Biology.

Plant Biology
by Peter Sicher ’07
The basic premise of Plant
Biology is to both study the biology of plants, as well as to get
hands-on gardening experience.
We have already done some of
both, and it has all been very
interesting. Although the study
of plants might not sound very
enjoyable, it is actually fascinating. For example, we have
been able to look at plants under
microscopes, something that I
have enjoyed immensely. Even

the lectures are engaging because they usually include slide
shows with lots of pictures. The
most fun and engaging aspect
of the class, however, has been
physically growing plants. So
far we have planted bean plants
inside, and we are now about
to plant our gardens. In fact,
if you’re interested in seeing
what the class has been up to,
in a few weeks you should go
to the area between the woods
and the athletic center to take
a look at what’s coming up.

Having a class called Children’s Literature may sound
like a joke. We’re high school
students reading Goodnight
Moon, Charlotte’s Web, and
Henry and Mudge. Though we
may be reading books that a
four-year old would enjoy, the
class is anything but juvenile.
We’re examining the complexities of children’s literature -- the
subversive aspects that are a part
of most successful children’s
books -- and the reasons why
children love these books so
much. It’s wonderful to be in a
class where you can have picture
books read to you by Librarian
Laura Schlitz, while also having intricate and complicated
discussions about the ultimate
intent of children’s books. It’s
enlightening to discover the
true, mature nature of children,
which is often overlooked by the
majority of adults. This class is
great for anyone, but for those
getting ready to go off to college, it’s especially interesting
to re-examine life as a child.
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Features
This month, the Features section is dedicated to exposing your teachers for what they
are—interesting, multi-faceted people with lives beyond their Park School classrooms. Whether
they have been here for two years or 27, teachers develop close relationships with students, which
makes it particularly difficult if they leave. Before we have to say good-bye to Math teacher Rina
Foygel and French teacher Raymonde Arseneau at the end of this year, we thought you would
enjoy learning more about them.
As for Mr. Howell and Dr. Lou, there can never be enough stories.

Tim Howell, Ba

Rina Foygel, a mathematician’s journey
by Mara James ‘07
Math teacher Rina Foygel will
leave at the end of this year to attend
graduate school at the University of
Chicago. She will study topology,
which she describes as geometry
without numbers, where shapes are
moldable without any specific sizes.
Foygel has only been at Park for two
years, so there is plenty that is still
left for her to share besides her passion for knitting and number theory.
Foygel arrived from Russia in
1988 at age five. Her parents had
been trying to leave Russia for over
10 years. They were finally able to
get everything together in the U.S.
by contacting friends and family and
setting up a place to stay. The family
received assistance from a Jewish
refugee organization based in both
the U.S. and Israel, that was helping
Russian Jews emigrate. At the time,
there was institutionalized discrimination against Jews throughout the
whole country because, according
to Foygel, it’s possible to visually
distinguish a Jew from an ethnically
Russian person. Therefore, it was
difficult for her parents and family
members to receive jobs that would
support the family, because when
they would go for an interview they
would be turned away, the reason being that they were obviously Jewish.
Since Foygel was so young when
she lived in Russia she has very few
memories, only stories from her
family. For example, there is a classic story involving her grandfather
that shows the drastic differences
between Communist Russia and
America. When Foygel’s grandfather was seven years old his oldest
sister was taken to the U.S. by family members. In the 70’s the family
in the U.S. and Russia made contact
and came together in Russia. The
Russian part of the family made
a huge feast, and was so excited
to share their food with them. At
one point, they brought out a huge
silver platter with a tiny cooked
chicken sitting in the middle and
said, “Have you ever seen something like this?” They were so
proud of a chicken that was a normal meal for one person in the U.S.
When she came to the U.S.,
Foygel’s family moved to Skokie
and then to Buffalo Grove, Ill. where
their friends and many other Russian
Jews lived. Russian law forbade
them from bringing any money with
them to America, so they had to rely
on help from friends and organiza-

tions to get by. The job market
was the first thing her parents had
to master, and it was quite easy for
her father, who found a job right
away as a computer programmer
and a software designer/engineer.
Her mother had graduated from
music school at the top of her class
in Russia but discrimination against
Jews prevented her from getting
a job. In America, she began as a
piano teacher for younger children.
When that began to fall apart due
to the language barrier, and the fact
that it’s not as interesting teaching
children who consider music a casual hobby and therefore tend not to
practice enough, she took a computer
class where she learned computer
programming. This is the path that
Foygel says many of her family’s
friends and relatives took as well.
The first memory that Foygel has
of the language barrier in America
was when it was her first year of
kindergarten and she only knew
one word of English. She knew
that the one phrase that she had to
know was, “Where is the toilet?”
Her mother wrote it out for her

phonetically with Russian letters so
that it would sound somewhat like
the English, and the next thing she
remembers is being fluent in English.
Foygel is now moving on to
study more and more about math,
even though she hadn’t predicted
after leaving college that she would
ever be attending graduate school.
She had experience teaching from
service opportunities she took at
college, and she enjoyed it and
found her way to Park. Why math
you might ask? Well, I don’t know
that Foygel even knows. If you were
to ask her six years ago whether or
not she would be studying math in
graduate school she would have said
absolutely not. She would also have
told you that in her junior year of
high school she stood in the middle
of her school’s hallway, tore her
notebook up and passionately swore
never to take math again. Now, she
just reflects on this with a laugh.
Foygel has not just brought her
great teaching to Park students; she
also brought her outstanding personality. She is open, welcoming, kind,
and supportive. We will all miss her.

“She would also have told you that in her junior year
of high school she stood in the middle of her school’s
hallway, tore her notebook up and passionately swore
never to take math again”

photo by D. R

A man who “refused to back down”
by Jonny Weiss ‘07
The only Park faculty member
hailing from Barbados, Tim Howell
has taught at Park for 10 years. He
began teaching high school mathematics in Barbados in 1964. In
1969, at the age of 28, he was voted
in as Vice-President of the teacher’s
union of Barbados. Soon afterward,
conflict arose when the Prime Minister developed a proposal for a new
secondary school which was supposed to exceed existing schools in
status and academic achievement.
This plan was created for political reasons during the Prime
Minister’s campaign for reelection.
The Prime Minister intended to
be seen as a benevolent leader by
creating a school that gave greater
opportunities to more students.
Public schools were in a distinct
hierarchy, with the highest qualified
students attending the best schools,

but the Prime Minister
create another, even be
for more students. In actu
going to create a signifi
uity among the schools in
For Howell there we
nificant problems: “[T
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Raymonde Arsena
by Elizabeth Cunningham ’07

R

photo by C. Young ’07

R. Foygel assists J. Webber ’07 during her calculus class. Foygel will
be attending graduate school at the University of Chicago next fall.

aymonde Arseneau was born
into a big family in a little
town in New Brunswick called Petit
Rocher. She has five siblings and
72 first cousins. Born practically
tone-deaf in a family of musicians,
Arseneau held her own by learning
early the art of being the clown.
She attended a large regional high
school which was the polar opposite of Park, with 35 to 40 students
in each class “sitting there like
robots,” as Arseneau described it.
By the end of the summer after
her senior year of high school, Rae’s
mother was concerned with her lack
of plans for the future. “Would
you like to go to college, Rae?” she
asked. Rae agreed, since she had
nothing better to do and called the
Université de Moncton to enroll the
next day. In her sophomore year, she
transferred to Saskatchewan where
she was granted a federal govern-

ment scholarship to lea
-- against her parent
As part of the schola
gram, she taught French o
week to English-speakin
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strike vote, in which over 98% of the
teachers voted in favor of the strike,
but he also organized fundraisers
and secured promises from banks
to give unsecured loans to teachers.
This work practically guaranteed
that no one would break the strike.
During the strike, he was a member of the three-person team that
negotiated with the Prime Minister. Along with the President and
Secretary of the union, he debated
and picked apart the Prime Minister’s arguments. Although Howell
and believed that the school had
been conceived of out of good intentions, the Prime Minister had
created a mediocre school in terms
of the students’ education. It was
unfair and unreasonable that the
teachers working at the new school
were getting paid so much more.
Instead of attacking the Prime Minister’s well-intentioned basis for
the school, Howell only demanded
that the inequity in pay be fixed.
As a result of these negotiations,
the strike, at least for the teachers
of Barbados, was a great success.
Teachers’ demands were met, and
they received full pay for the days on
strike. They could finally get back to
teaching, and focus on the education
they were providing students rather
than political issues. “From our
point of view the strike went well,
since we won. For me, things, in
retrospect, did not go so well, since
I was sort of the designated destroyer of the government argument.”
The Prime Minister was very
displeased with the result of the
strike and with Howell. Following
the strike and return to school, he
took to the airwaves and accused
the teachers of greed and of having a lack of interest in the children
of Barbados and their education.

The verbal assault was focused on
Howell who promptly demanded an
apology from the Prime Minister,
and threatened to leave the school
system if the Prime Minister failed to
comply. This may seem odd because
in the U.S., a teacher would never
have the power or stature to make
such a statement, but according to
Howell, “teachers have a bigger
influence there than in this country.”
Nevertheless, there was no apology. The school board begged
Howell to back down and stay
with the school system, but, as he
recalls, “I refused to back down.”
At the same time, Howell’s brother-in-law, who was visiting Santa
Barbara, California, sent him a card
showing off the lovely beach and the
Pacific Ocean, and invited him to consider California for his graduate work.
Howell left the school system
of Barbados for California. His
departure was, however, only the beginning of a journey. From California
he would move to Massachusetts,
from Massachusetts to Vermont, from
Vermont to New Hampshire, then to
Canada, back to New Hampshire,
and finally here to Maryland when he
took the job at Park. During his travels, he has added many stories to his
growing list and experienced much
since his beginning in Barbados.
Tim Howell is a great asset to the
Park School community. He is not
just a great math teacher. He is the
man who led the first, and as far as
he knows, the last strike by Barbadian teachers. Fortunately, his part
in the strike has not affected his relationship with his friends and family
or the Government of Barbados. The
Prime Minister whom he fought is
now dead. Howell has continued to
visit Barbados over the past 36 years.
He is happy to return there anytime.
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a sprint at the end, to a walk with a
longer run at the end, until she and
her friends began running marathons.
Last year, Arseneau qualified for
and ran in the Boston Marathon,
beating her personal time goal.
You may have met Arseneau’s
dog Hugo, and you may have even
heard that she has another dog and
a cat, but you probably didn’t know
that for a while she also owned a
Harley-Davidson, and belonged to
the Harley-Davidson Owners Club
along with a colleague at Lawrenceville. You may not be familiar
with her love for practical jokes. “In
my family, I was always the clown,”
she says. “With so many kids
around, it was how I got attention.”
At Lawrenceville, it got her into
trouble more than once. One year,
she convinced the entire Language
Department faculty to join in to play
a joke on a new teacher. During the
faculty Christmas party, she placed
mirrors and baking soda in the bath-

room. The teachers emerged one
at a time from the bathroom with
white powder on their noses, complimenting Rae on her “great stuff
this year.” Arseneau explained to
the new teacher that it was an annual
tradition, a secret in the department,
and invited her to join. The teacher
politely declined and went straight to
the headmaster. “Luckily, he knew
me. I’d been there for a long time; he
knew it was a joke,” says Arseneau.
Sadly, this is Arseneau’s last year
with us. Because she wants to be
closer to her aging parents and her
extended family, Rae is looking for a
school in the Boston area, where it is
a one-day trip home instead of two.
She hopes for a position at a boarding
school, or a day school small enough
to cultivate the tight-knit community
she values, and “No sports!” she
says. “I am an athlete, but I don’t
want to coach.” We wish her the
best, but we sure will miss her when
she’s gone—and that little dog too.

Rosenthal ’08

photo courtesy Bonnie Rosenblatt

Dr. Lou, consummate teacher
by Tony DeMarco ‘08
“There has not been a day after Labor
Day since I was four that I have not been
in school,” said Dr. Lou, a science teacher
at Park. Lou Rosenblatt has been teaching
at Park for 27 years, and is admired by
many of the faculty and students. “I think
he is a fantastic teacher,” said Ben Levin,
“and anyone who goes to Park and doesn’t
take a class with him is missing out.”
Rosenblatt has only had two serious jobs
besides teaching. One was driving a cab in
Washington D.C., and the other was working construction over a summer. Neither
lasted for very long. His stint working construction was especially short. “While I was
working my fifth day, I managed to break
my foot. And since I had worked for a full
week, I received worker’s compensation
which was two-thirds pay for the next five
or so weeks I was scheduled to work there.”
Like many students at Park, Rosenblatt
is Jewish. However, he did not grow up
in a neighborhood where being Jewish is
common place. He grew up in Chicago
where he “had to deal with a sense of
anti-Semitism regularly.” He grew up experiencing the reality that, as he put it, “the

Jewish religion is a very marked minority.”
When Rosenblatt applied for a teaching job at Park he thought that the school
was very interesting. He did not get the
job initially, but he received a phone call
in June from then-Head of School Parvin
Sharpless. “[Parvin] told me that the teacher
they had accepted the application for was
not going to be able to teach at Park after all, and so he offered me the position
and I accepted. I later found out that the
reason I had been rejected initially was
because Parvin had figured I would leave
after a few years. In fact, this had been
my plan but it did not turn out that way.”
The nature of the student body and the
freedom given teachers to teach electives
have kept Rosenblatt here at Park. “I think
the real thing is there is just that basic business of engaging people in serious matters
in a way that is open,” he said. “I was here
for 10 years where every summer I developed a new course. All of them would
involve writing material that was engaging
both to me and hopefully also to the students
that signed up for the classes.” Rosenblatt’s
Fire and Genesis and Geology classes
were both “invented” in that 10 year span,
and they both are being taught this year.

au, runner and prankster

photo by A. Patel ’08

“Born practically tone-deaf in a family of musicians,
Arseneau held her own by learning early the art of
being the clown.”
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Sports
JV Basketball makes run to championship
by Andy Marmer ’08
The JV Basketball team, 118 (9-5) came up just one game
away from a championship
after a strong season filled with
triumphs, and disappointments.
The team fought hard all the way
throughout the season, despite
injuries to several key players
at the end of the regular season.
When the regular season
concluded, the Bruins and the
Key Obezags were tied for third
place, at 9-5. The two teams had
split the head-to-head series, and
had identical records against the
other teams in the league. All of
the tiebreaks had been used up;
the only tiebreak left between
the two teams was a coin flip.
The Bruins won the coin-flip,
and as a result, became the 3
seed, while Key got the 4 seed.
Glenelg got the 1 seed, and Beth
T’filoh got the 2 seed, based on
their regular season records.
The stage was set for a first
round showdown between our
Park Bruins and the Beth T’filoh
Warriors. For the Bruins, this
game was about revenge. The
first time the Bruins and Warriors squared off, on December
12, at Beth T’filoh, the Warriors
were nine point victors. The
teams then met again a little
over a month later, this time at
Park. In that game, the Warriors
won by 8. Now, a month after

the second game, the Bruins
would finally get their revenge.
Park started the game hot
getting up 7-0 but slowed down
and entered the half trailing the
Warriors 23-16. After a Warriors lay up to start the third, the
Bruins woke up. Tony Demarco
‘08 stole the ball, and finished
with a lay up on the other end.
He was also fouled on the play.
After that, everything started
going right for the Bruins. They
finished the Warriors off, winning the game 48-41. For the
team, this was an accumulation
of all the hard work that they had
put into the season. DeMarco
said “We really came together
as a team that game. Our defense
really started clicking and we
were able to pull off the upset.”
Coach Roger Seidenman ’85
added, “The Beth T’filoh playoff win was a game example
of what the team could do.”
The Bruins were flying
high as they prepared for their
championship match up against
Glenelg Country School. Glenelg had won their semi-final
match-up against Key by 22
points, and came into the championship showdown undefeated.
Throughout the season, Glenelg
had dominated the C-conference.
Coming into the championship
game, the Dragons, had won
all of their games by doubledigit points, except for the two

photos courtesy Molly Mitchell
D. Winder ’09, N. Colbert-Sangree
’09, and T. DeMarco ’08 attack the
Beth T’filoh 2-3 zone.

that they had played against
the Bruins. Those games had
final scores of 53-45, and 5950 (both won by the Dragons).
While the first two games were
closely contested, neither one
of those gave an indication of
the game that was to come.
The championship game
started fast with the Bruins
jumping out to a 21-15 lead,
which was helped by two consecutive 3-pointers by DeMarco.
This lead was extended when
Brett Kaup ’08, hit a 3-pointer
to start the second quarter. That
was as good as it got for the
Bruins. Trailing 24-15, Glenelg
mounted a huge run that took
them into the lead. After that,
the Dragons never looked back,

T. DeMarco ’08 and N. Colbert-Sangree ’09 watch as B.
Kaup ’08 shoots free-throws to clinch the victory against
Beth T’filoh on Febuary 15.

winning the game, and the championship by a margin of 73-65.
After the game, the Bruins
were predictably depressed:
Rex Gelb ’08 summed it up
“Obviously we were a little disappointed, but 2nd place is better
than a lot of other things.” Kaup

’08 added, “We played well,
but they played even better.”
Despite the disappointing loss,
Demarco ’08 managed to put a
positive spin on the season, “It
was a fun season…and there
are many good players who are
ready to contribute to varsity.”

returning as head coach, the
Bruins have a lot to look forward
to in the upcoming season. “I
see a promising future,” commented point guard Ben Levin
’08, “we have Lobo [Wolf]
coming back, and he knows
how to win in the conference.”

fearlessly, and walked away
with a 45-30 win. “That win
made our season,” says Coach
Coll, “not just because it was
a win, but because of who we
beat, how we beat them, and the
fact that we did everything we’d
talked about. It was the best win
I’ve ever been associated with.”

Basketball hits unusual barriers
by Alexis Green ’07, Aaron Brant
’08, and Harrison Macks ‘10

Thanks to devastating losses
in the C Conference playoffs,
the Bruins were unable to secure
a championship title. All five
Upper School basketball teams
concluded moderately successful
seasons but came to an abrupt
halt in early February without clinching a championship.
Boys Varsity
The Boys’ Varsity Bruins, after their impressive win against
AACS, finished off a relatively
solid second half of conference

play by winning two of its last
three games. The loss came on
Program Night, the senior’s
last home game, when the Key
Obezags completed a regular
season sweep of the Bruins
with a thrilling 44-42 victory.
Determined not to miss out on a
playoff berth, the Bruins closed
out strong by going on the road
to beat Baltimore Lutheran (6127) and Chapelgate (64-57),
locking up the 5th seed in the
C conference. Issues regarding
team chemistry began to surface,
but as Trey Boone ’07 noted “it
was a hump that we got over.”
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The Bruins, still possessing a
sliver of hope for a repeat championship, went up against Key
in the first round of the playoffs.
The team played hard, but their
effort was just not sufficient. The
season ended as the Bruins fell
to the Obezags for the third time
of the year by a score of 50-63.
“Overall we were just a young
team without a lot of experience, and experience is what’s
key to winning,” said Boone of
the team’s disappointing finish.
With seven returning players,
two top teams moving up to the
B conference, and Josh Wolf

The Park School of Baltimore
Brooklandville, MD 21022

Girls Varsity
The Girls Varsity Basketball
team started their playoffs with
an easy 59-17 win over the
Lady ‘Zags. In the team’s next
postseason game, following a
dramatic buzzer beater at the
end of regulation by freshmen
Adrienne Tarver, the Bruins
confidently marched into overtime versus host team Baltimore
Lutheran in the quarterfinals
of the IAAM C Conference
playoffs. The team came up
short, losing the overtime period by a mere eight points.
The high point for the girls
was a thrilling victory against
conference powerhouse Mount
Carmel. The Cougars marched
into the Park Athletic Center
with a 14-1 record and a 20 point
victory over the Bruins in their
first meeting. The Bruins played

Girls Junior Varsity
The JV Girl’s team, following an 11-3 regular season, lost
their semifinal playoff game
at Annapolis Area Christian
School. The Bruins started off
strong, but lost much of their
momentum after halftime, and
lost by double digits. Their
season was highlighted by blowout victories over conference
opponents, including a 53-7
routing of Mount Carmel, and a
51-8 trouncing of Key School.
A Blip, Not a Habit
Park Basketball had
become accustomed to championship seasons due to
success in recent years, and
this season will most likely be
nothing more than aberration
in a habitually strong program.

